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The thesis focused on planning and building an e-commerce website using Jamstack architecture. Due 

to this architecture, the web page would benefit from performance, security, scalable capability, and 

maintainability. The framework used was Next Js. Performance of the web page could be archived 

thanks to the capability of server-side rendered and statically generated pages. The styling of the website 

was quickly built by using a React components library named Mantine. The images and product 

descriptions would be managed by using a headless content management system named Strapi. 

 

This thesis had three sections. The first one was a literature review of the technologies and framework 

used in the thesis. The next one was planning actual web page basis functionalities, which included 

viewing and searching products, adding to the cart, and confirming the order. Before building the 

application, the UX/UI, databases, models, and API routes are designed and planned. There are some 

example lines of code about the front-end and back-end setup and implementation in the next section. 

The final section is the conclusion, which overviews the Next Js framework and further suggestions to 

improve the project. 

 

Consequently, the thesis is a quick introduction to the Next Js and related technologies in building a 

complicated website such as an e-commerce platform. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Information technology is constantly transforming with new concepts and architectures. Online visitors 

are becoming more critical of their website experiences. Websites with poor user interface, performance, 

and security have low conversion rates. A third-party tool such as WordPress that creates landing pages 

is required to meet the business standards of loading speed and search engine optimization friendliness 

(SEO friendly). It is also a popular platform for small businesses to start their website without worrying 

about costs. However, this tool restricts designers and developers from implementing their ideas and 

functionalities. Jamstack appears like an excellent tool for developers to build web pages faster, easier 

to scale, and more secure. It is worth trying to update with new knowledge in modern web development. 

 

Next Js are associated with the Jamstack methodology for developing modern web pages and 

applications. It was first introduced early in 2016 and only had the capability of server-side rendering. 

New features and enhancements have been added in every update, including automatic routing pages 

and multiple methods of page rendering and data fetching. It gained popularity because it used React Js 

and a single language to build a full-stack application. Netflix, Uber, Starbucks, and Twitch are a few of 

the world’s most well-known organizations that employ Next Js. It is also one of the fastest-growing 

React frameworks, which has recently been a hot topic in the web development community (Niżyński 

2022). Based on the report of wappalyzer.com, 167000 company websites are empowered by Next Js 

today.  

 

The thesis focuses on rebuilding an e-commerce web page that can interact with users. The interactions 

are searching, viewing, adding to the cart, and making orders. The user interface and user experiences 

are designed and planned in Figma. The e-commerce application is implemented in React Js using the 

Next Js framework. The content is distributed from a headless content management system named Strapi 

and is saved in the MySQL database. Product images are kept in Amazon Simple Storage Service 

(Amazon S3). Data of users and orders are stored in MongoDB, a NoSQL database. All data is accessed 

through REST API or GraphQL requests. 
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2 PROJECT VISION 

 

 

In order to avoid the expansion of the project, the thesis project will limit the functionalities and non-

functionalities of the web page. Each smaller header will describe the functionalities and non-

functionalities. There are use cases and activities diagrams that will be shown to clarify the logic behind 

the functions of the site. This project is focused on the point of view of customers shopping on a business 

website. There are no pages for businesses to sell their products on this platform. Due to the limited 

time, the project is built and optimized for large screen devices such as desktops and laptops. This project 

provides a quick guide to building a shopping website using cutting-edge technologies.  

 

 

2.1 Functionalities 

 

The core function requirements of the web page include the essential functions of a shopping web page, 

such as user authentication, saving data, viewing, and searching items. It allows a guest to register and 

authenticate without a password. After the register or authentication step, the system will send a link 

with the session token via email. Secondly, the system allows registered users to save their information 

such as name, phone, email, and delivery address in the permanent database. Moreover, registered users 

can save their favorite items, current shopping cart, and previous orders. Finally, all users can view 

product information and images, add items to the cart, and confirm the order. 

 

 

2.2 Non-functionalities 

 

With the purpose of expanding further aspects of the web page, there are several non-functional 

requirements. First, the web page needs to verify the session token to give back correctly the user 

information. The session token and login code need to be encrypted using JSON Web Token and secrets. 

The session token is saved in the cookie and will be expired in seven days, and the login code is used 

only once. Registered users can delete their accounts and data. Product information is available for 

anyone to find and view concerning the availability. The image database is stored separately from the 

product description, which prevents both from failing on the same request and is easier to maintain in 

future development.  
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2.3 Use-case diagram 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Use-case diagram 

 

Following FIGURE 1, anonymous users can interact with the website with allowed actions. They can 

register a new account to save their basic information such as name, phone number, and delivery address. 

They can browse and search for items without suggestions in the search panel. The product data is 

returned from Strapi CMS while the product images are stored in the AWS S3. They can read the product 

information and reviews and add the item to the cart with a quantity. While browsing categories, they 

can sort or filter products by prices and review rating. They can go to the confirm page to purchase their 

order without an account. 

 

Registered users have every permission of an anonymous user according to FIGURE 1. They can save 

their favorite products, write reviews of purchased products, and save delivery information. The 

registered users’ data is saved in the MongoDB database. When they log in, the browser will save the 

authorization token in the cookie and use it for further requests. Then, the data from the cloud will be 

loaded and saved on the website. Users can access to modify their information on the account 
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management page. When they log out, the session token will be deleted in the header of the request and 

cloud database.  

 

 

2.4 Activities diagram 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Login activity diagram 

 

FIGURE 2 describes the login activity when a user login the system. An authentication request will be 

sent with the registered email. Then, the posted email will be searched in the MongoDB database. A 

login code will be generated for only one-time usage if the email is found. There is an email with a login 

code which will be mailed immediately. The user can use the provided link to log in and save the created 

session token in the browser. The link is only valid for ten minutes. After that, users need to try to log 

in again to create a new login code. On the contrary, there is a notification that no data is discovered, 

and the user can register a new account. 
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FIGURE 3. Register activity diagram 

 

The system needs to check if a duplicate email exists when new users register, following FIGURE 3. 

The registering route is available to guests only. Registered users will be redirected to the homepage as 

long as they try to navigate to this route. Suppose there is an account associated with this email. A 

notification will be shown to guide the user to log in. If not, there will be a form for the user to input 

more information immediately or later. The information contains the user name, phone number, and 

address. Then, the new session token will be generated in the back-end. The session token will be saved 

in the cookie and the cloud database. 

 

 

FIGURE 4. User edit information activity diagram 
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Registered accounts can edit their information on the account management page. After the user login, 

the user information will be saved browser. Hence, the system does not need to authenticate the user 

according to FIGURE 4. Users can open the profile page from the menu and footer links. If the user 

information is available in the context API, the user can edit and save it to the cloud database. Registered 

users can log out and delete their accounts on this page. Once the logout is sent, the session token is 

deleted from the cookie. It is the same case as the delete account request in which the account is removed 

from the MongoDB database. Otherwise, guests see the login and register buttons. 

 

 

FIGURE 5: User search item activity diagram 

 

FIGURE 5 describes the activity of the system while the user inputs on the search bar. While doing the 

search function, the search panel will display the product list as suggestions. This feature is available for 

all users. The product list will be shown after 800 milliseconds after the input keyword s received. The 

request will be sent to Strapi CMS and return a list of products name that contains the keyword. If only 

one item is found, the user will be redirected to the product page. If many products are detected, the user 
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will be forwarded to the categories page with a filtered list. The user can view the product by clicking 

on a specific product. The filtered list is divided into many pages with the purpose of optimizing loading 

speed. The user can view more by clicking on the load more button at the end of the page. 

 

 

FIGURE 6. User view item activity diagram 

 

Users can add this product to the cart with the desired quantity on the product page. The shopping cart 

will be updated to save the product and amount according to FIGURE 6. There is a notification at the 

bottom to inform the action is successful. Suppose that the user clicks on the “Buy now” button, the 

current shopping cart will be updated, and the user will be redirected to the confirm order page. On the 

contrary, the user will be on the current page. The current cart is saved in the React State and local 

storage for all users. Consequently, users still keep the current cart even if they exit the page. 
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3 TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

In this section, there are explanations about the technology architectures, frameworks, and libraries used. 

The description will be Jamstack architecture, Next Js framework, Headless content management system 

Strapi, and RESTful API. The content declares the advantages of the technologies. Jamstack architecture 

and Next Js are used to build a modern website with performance, security, and scalable capabilities. 

Headless CMS such as Strapi opens the freedom of choices and deployment ideas. Finally, REST API 

is a simple and flexible way to interact with many web services. 

 

 

3.1 Jamstack 

 

This architecture eliminates several moving elements and systems from the hosting infrastructure, 

reducing the number of servers and systems that need to be hardened against attack. The front-end is 

pre-built into optimized static pages and assets during the build process. Serving pre-generated pages 

and assets allow read-only file attribute, which helps to prevent attack vectors (Alfaro 2021). On the 

performance aspect, Jamstack sites minimize the need for the server to provide page views at the desired 

time by generating pages earlier in the build process. It makes the loading speed faster and has a more 

pleasant user experience and more conversions for the business (Anshu 2021). 

 

Since there is no sophisticated logic or workflow to determine which assets can be cached and when 

Jamstack sites can be cached in a content delivery network (CDN). It beats famous architecture when 

dealing with heavy traffic loading. In addition, the scalable capability of Jamstack sites can be shown 

when there is no limitation in the infrastructure of servers. It can be hosted on a range of different hosting 

services, even simple static hosting. (Anshu 2021.) 

 

PICTURE 1 describes the differences between the architecture of traditional and modern websites. The 

traditional website is built with a monolithic architecture. The website has access to the resources in only 

one way, from top to bottom. The database and CMS have to go through the application server and web 

server before it comes to the clients. In reverse, JAMstack architecture opens a flexible accession to 

resources from the client-side. The database and CMS are distributed through the CDN and 

microservices. (Ismail 2022.)  
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PICTURE 1. Comparison between traditional and Jamstack websites (Ismail 2022) 

 

PICTURE 2 is another example of resource delivery in JAMstack architecture. Besides using 

microservices, the web application can use APIs from internal and third parties (ChecklyHQ Developers 

2022). Some popular frameworks using Jamstack architecture can be named Next Js, Gatsby, Hugo, and 

Jekyll (Anshu 2021). Next Js will be used as a framework for development in this project. This 

framework uses its API routes for user authentication and order handling. The content of the site will be 

obtained via a Content Management System named Strapi. Strapi uses API routes to distribute the 

content to the web application with an authentication key (Strapi Developer 2022). 

 

 

PICTURE 2. Jamstack applications heavily reply on APIs (ChecklyHQ Developers 2022) 
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3.2 Next Js 

 

Next Js is a React framework to generate static sites. It is developed and supported by Vercel. Next js 

can be quickly learned by any developer who knows HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and React. The highlight 

tools are image optimization and multiple pre-render pages using server-side render (SSR), static-site 

generation (SSG) or incremental static regeneration (ISR), file-system routing, and API routes. There 

are other tools such as internationalization, zero-configuration, Typescript support, and built-in CSS and 

SCSS support (Next Js Developers 2022). PICTURE 3 demonstrates the trend of downloading between 

Next Js, Gatsby Js, and Nuxt Js from 2019. These frameworks support server-side render. 

 

 

PICTURE 3. Comparison of download trend between Next Js, Gatsby Js, and Nuxt Js on NPM trends 

 

 

3.2.1 Image optimization 

 

Next Js has a private image component named “next/image.” It comes with several built-in performance 

and optimization features essential for today’s modern web. It supports both self-hosting and remote 

sources. Developers can set the priority for the image component in order to optimize the loading 

performance. The image component serves correctly sized images for each device, using the modern 

image format. The images will be loaded whenever the user goes into the viewport, or they will be loaded 

first whenever it comes with a high priority tag. An optional choice is to show a blur placeholder while 

awaiting the full-size image to load. (Next Js Developers 2022.)  
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3.2.2 Next Js compiler 

 

The Next Js Compiler, written in Rust with SWC, transforms and minifies JavaScript code for 

production. For individual files, this substitutes Babel and Terser for minifying output bundles. The Next 

Js Compiler compiles code 17 times quicker than Babel and has been enabled by default since Next Js 

version 12. The application will opt out of the Next Js Compiler and continue using Babel if the current 

configuration has an existing Babel or uses unsupported features. SWC is a Rust-based platform that 

may be extended to provide the next generation of rapid developer tools. SWC is designed to be extended 

and can be served for compilation, minification, bundling, and more. It is a function that can be used to 

execute code alterations (either built-in or custom). Higher-level technologies like Next Js benefit from 

carrying out the modifications. (Next Js Developers 2022.) 

 

Extensibility, performance, web assembly, and community support are all advantages of SWC. Thanks 

to its extensibility, it may be used as a Crate inside Next Js, which eliminates the need to fork the library 

or workaround design limits. By converting to SWC, Next Js was able to accomplish nearly three times 

quicker in Fast Refresh and nearly five times faster builds in Next Js, with more space for optimization 

remaining to be done. PICTURE 4 shows the configuration example of “next.config.js” which enables 

SWC on line 4. The Rust community and its support for WASM are critical for assisting all platforms 

and spreading Next Js development. (Next Js Developers 2022.) 

 

 

PICTURE 4. Next Js configuration with SWC 
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3.2.3 Multiple pre-render strategies  

 

Next Js allows developers to build a powerful web application using Javascript and Typescript. The 

concern of developers is not about the back-end infrastructure but is the way to increase the performance 

(Alam 2022). This framework allows developers to view content on the site with three ways of data 

fetching. Server-side rendering, static-site generation, and incremental static regeneration are these 

strategies. Next Js enables developers to create hybrid apps that include both client-side and server-side 

rendering sites. Only the most recent version of Next Js supports the third option (Next Js Developers 

2022).  

 

With SSR, the page will be pre-rendered on each request using data returned from a function named 

“getServerSideProps.” This function returns a JSON object which is used to build a page. PICTURE 5 

presents an example of SSR usage. Developers should use “getServerSideProps” if only it is needed to 

re-fetch the data on the page. For each page of a product, the server-side will take the “product id” from 

the path parameter of the request. Then the associated data will be fetched and returned. Time to First 

Byte (TTFB) will be higher than “getStaticProps” because the server must compute the result on every 

request. SSR is the best choice for fetching data on the client-side if there is no need to pre-render the 

data. (Next Js Developers 2022.)  

 

 

PICTURE 5. “getServerSideProps” function gets “id” from the request, then get the product data and 

returns props for the rendered page 

 

Using SSG, Next Js will pre-render the page at the build time using the return object from the exported 

function named “getStaticProps.” PICTURE 6 shows an example of SSG. The product data is gotten 
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randomly from a function. Then the data is returned as a “prop” before the webpage is built. When the 

essential data is available at build time, the data comes from a headless CMS, or the data can be publicly 

cached, the page must be pre-rendered for SEO and incredibly fast. (Next Js Developers 2022.) 

 

 

PICTURE 6. “getStaticProps” function gets data from the server and renders the page using the return 

props 

 

Developers can use Next Js to construct or change static pages after they have been built. Incremental 

Static Regeneration enables static generation on a per-page basis without needing to rebuild the entire 

site. Developers can preserve the advantages of static while growing to millions of pages with ISR. In 

order to use ISR, it is needed to pass the “revalidate” parameter to “getStaticProps.” For example, if 

developers pass “revalidate: 10” in the “getStaticProps.” After the first request and before 10 seconds, 

all subsequent requests to the page are cached and immediate. The cached page will still be displayed 

after the 10-second limit has expired. In the background, Next Js allows the page to regenerate. Next Js 

will invalidate the cache and display the revised page after the page has been generated correctly. The 

old page will remain unchanged if the background regeneration fails. (Next Js Developers 2022.)  

 

 

3.2.4 File-system routing and API routing 

 

In Next Js, files placed in directory “pages” are available as routes. The router supports routing files as 

index route or “/” when a file is named “index.tsx”. For example, “pages/index.tsx” will be routed as “/” 

on the web browser address bar. Nested routes are supported if there is a nested file structure. 
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“pages/products/first-id.tsx” will be served as “/products/first-id.” The router also supports dynamic 

route segments by having bracket syntax in the file name. “pages/blog/[slug].tsx” will be turned into 

“/blog/:slug” (“/blog/hello-world”). By using bracket and spread parameters, developers can catch all 

requests to a nested page. For instance, the request to go to page “/products/a/b/c” can be caught in one 

file with the path being “pages/products/[...slug].tsx”. Similar to file-system routing, API routes are 

mapped to files inside the folder named “/pages/api/.” TABLE 1 shows examples of file paths and API 

routes for a better understanding of the structure. (Next Js Developers 2022.) 

 

TABLE 1. API routes examples (Next Js Developers 2022)  

 

File path API route 

“pages/api/posts.ts” /api/posts 

“pages/api/posts/[post-id].ts” /api/posts/post-id 

“pages/api/posts/[...slug].ts /api/posts/a 

/api/posts/a/b 

/api/posts/a/b/c 

 

 

3.3 Headless CMS 

 

A headless content management system (Headless CMS) is any form of back-end content management 

system in which the content repository’s “body” is separated from the display layer’s “head.” Content 

stored in a headless CMS is delivered through APIs requests. It helps content be served consistently on 

many devices (Wessling 2020). PICTURE 7 provides the differences between the three architectures of 

CMS. On the left-hand side, monolithic architecture distributed all the website’s front-end, back-end, 

and database. WordPress can be an example of this architecture. The decoupled architecture uses two 

CMS for front-end and back-end distribution in the middle. Drupal architecture that exposes content to 

other front-end platforms is referred to as decoupled Drupal (Drupal Developer 2022). Finally, headless 

architecture is the most flexible architecture that only manages the back-end. The front-end development 

is freedom of choice. 
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PICTURE 7. Comparison of monolithic, decoupled, and headless CMS architecture (Strapi developers 

2022) 

 

Transitional CMS such as WordPress saved content, photos, HTML, and CSS were all lumped together. 

This approach made the content disorganized with code and was impossible to recycle. As digital 

platforms have matured, more flexible solutions have become necessary. Moreover, old CMS organizes 

content into web page-oriented frameworks, and the same content cannot be adapted to other digital 

platforms. So, traditional content management systems have fallen behind. (Wessling 2020.) 

 

Even though headless CMS allows developers to select an appropriate display layer for a digital 

platform, it does not address the fundamental issue of organizing content so that it may be consumed 

through channels and platforms. A multichannel method for effectively distributing dynamic content 

over a range of platforms and devices is headless architecture. The content stored in a headless 

architecture is raw and unformatted, with no front-end system dependence. TABLE 2 shows the general 

comparison between traditional and headless CMS. (Wessling 2020.) 
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TABLE 2. Comparison between Headless CMS and Traditional CMS (Wessling 2020) 

 

 Traditional CMS 

(WordPress) 

Headless CMS (Strapi) 

Hosting & delivery In house In cloud 

Development mindset Project-focused Product-focused 

Content model Build for single web page Build blocks for many products 

Supported devices Limited Limitless 

Reach One-to-one One-to-many 

Workflow Waterfall Agile 

Updates Scheduled Continuous 

Back-end system Monolithic, all-in-one Microservices, best-in-class 

Investment Large up-front cost Quick proof of concept 

Technical debt Inherent to the system Managed 

 

 

3.4 RESTful API 

 

A RESTful API is an application program interface (API) architecture that uses HTTP requests to access 

and utilize data. That information can be used with the “GET”, “PUT”, “POST”, and “DELETE” data 

types, which correspond to reading, modifying, creating, and removing resources. A website’s API is a 

piece of code that enables two software programs to connect. RESTful API, also known as a RESTful 

web service or REST API, is based on representational state transfer (REST), a communication 

architecture style and approach popular in web service development. Other related technologies are often 

preferred over REST technology. Because REST consumes less bandwidth, making it more appropriate 

for internet efficiency. Programming languages like JavaScript and Python can also be used to create 

RESTful APIs. (Gillis 2020.) 

 

Browsers employ REST, which can be considered the internet’s language. Cloud customers use APIs to 

provide and organize access to online services as cloud usage grows. REST is an obvious choice for 

developing APIs that enable users to connect to, manage, and interact with cloud services in a dispersed 

context. For example, Amazon, Google, LinkedIn, and Twitter use RESTful APIs (Gillis 2020). TABLE 
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3 compares GraphQL and REST, which are two popular data fetching methods from API. There are 

some pros and cons for each use case. 

 

TABLE 3. GraphQL and REST in comparison (AltexSoft 2019) 

 

 GraphQL REST 

Architecture Client-driven Server-driven 

Organized in terms of  Schema and type system Endpoints 

Operations Query (reading data), Mutation 

(writing data), and Subscription 

(receiving data in real-time) 

Create, Read, Update, and 

Delete 

Data fetching Specific data on a single query Fixed data with multiple 

requests 

Community Growing Large 

Performance Fast Take more time 

Development speed Faster Slower 

Learning curve Difficult Moderate 

Self-documenting Yes No 

File uploading No Yes 

Web caching No (Via libraries built on top) Yes 

Stability Less error-prone: automatically 

validation and type checking 

A better choice for complex 

queries 

Use cases Multiple microservices and 

mobile apps 

Single apps and resource-driven 

apps 

 

REST is beneficial in cloud applications since the calls are stateless. If something goes wrong, stateless 

components can be easily redeployed, and they can scale to handle load variations. Any request can be 

addressed to any component instance, and nothing can be saved that the next transaction must remember. 

As a result, REST is better for online use. Because binding to a service through an API is a question of 

controlling how the URL is encoded, the RESTful paradigm is also helpful with cloud services. RESTful 

API architecture will almost certainly become the norm in the future, thanks to cloud computing and 

microservices. (Gillis 2020.) 
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PICTURE 8 presents the API routes in the Strapi application. The product route is “/api/products.” Strapi 

can restrict the accession permission using an authority key or open the accession for the public. As the 

picture shows, the data is returned using the REST method. All the information about the product is 

returned in one request. In order to prevent large bandwidth in the communication, Strapi limits the 

transferring of data which is only ten rows of MySQL database in one request (Strapi Developer 2022). 

Each product has its identification as the primary key in the MySQL database named “id.” The other 

description is contained in the “attributes” key on the returned result. 

 

 

PICTURE 8. Send “GET” request to Strapi API and return content 
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4 CONTENT 

 

 

In this section, the site structure will be explained by images and descriptions for each page. As FIGURE 

7 shows, the pages include the homepage, where users first land when they enter the website. The 

account management page is the place to edit user information in case they log in. The shopping cart 

contains all the products that are added during users on site. The payment terminal or confirmation order 

page is where to place the order. The product page shows a specific product description. The categories 

page divided the list of products using multiple filter conditions. Copyright and IPR of the tools and 

contents will be clarified. There is a brief description of what should be maintained in future usage in 

the maintenance. 

 

 

4.1 Site structure 

 

 

FIGURE 7. Site structure 

 

The homepage is the first page the users land on the website, and there is a prompt to introduce the 

website. PICTURE 9 shows the top of the home page. From the top to the bottom of the page, users can 
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see the navigation bar, hero images, quick categories links, random products section, previous orders, 

and footer links. Users can go to a specific category or product by clicking on the link or product card. 

Moreover, they can search for a specific product by using its name on the top search bar. They can also 

know how many products they have in the shopping cart. Logged users can change the delivery address 

in the top navigation. In addition, they can view their previous orders. The home page is used static site 

generation because the content on the site does not change for all users.  

 

 

PICTURE 9. UI/UX prototype - Homepage (top cropped) 

 

On the account management page, guests will be able to log in or register an account. PICTURE 10 

shows the user interface prototype of this page. This page is different from the homepage in the middle 

content. The top navigation and the footer links are the same. In the middle content, registered accounts 

are able to view and edit their basic information, including username and email, address, written reviews, 

favorite products, and last orders. The updated information will be synced to MongoDB after the logged 

user confirms. Only the registered users who have bought an item can write a review and give rating 

stars. Further, they can log out and delete their account by clicking buttons. This page is rendered using 

static site generation because the content on the page is associated with a logged user identification string 

or guest. Moreover, it does not change during the user is on the website. 
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PICTURE 10. UI/UX prototype - Account Management page (top cropped) 

 

Users can add items to their shopping cart and access the basket by clicking on the top navigation bar. 

The shopping cart will briefly describe the added product, prices, quantity, and total prices, as the 

PICTURE 11 shows. Users can continue shopping or make a payment by clicking on “Proceed to check 

out.” They can change the quantity of a product or remove items in the cart. The total price will be 

updated if there are changes happen. This page is available for all users. Logged user stored the current 

cart items in the cloud, and the guest stored them in the local storage of the browser. When the page is 

rendered, it takes the data from the context API, which saves the user data at the initial time.  
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PICTURE 11. UI/UX prototype - Shopping cart (top cropped) 

 

Users can view all the items in their order, quantity, and final price on the confirm order page like the 

PICTURE 12. They can add the voucher to get a discount on the final prices. The delivery fee and 

estimated time will be calculated when there is a delivery address. Otherwise, users need to input a new 

delivery address via a form before placing the order. The delivery fee is free if the total order is more 

than 100 euros. There is a fake warehouse address for delivery distance calculation. The distance is 

calculated from the user and warehouse address via API named “DistanceMatrix.ai.” Depending on the 

distance, the maximum estimated time starts from three days after the order date, and the delivery fee 

starts from five euros. 
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PICTURE 12. UI/UX prototype - Confirm order page 

 

Users can view product images, descriptions, and prices on a specific product page like PICTURE 13. 

Users can add this item to their shopping cart with the amount they want. Users can add the product to 

their favorite products. Links to the product category will be displayed if the user wants to discover the 

related products. The reviews and rating stars will be shown. Customer who bought the product can add 

their review at the end of the page. The page is built using server-side render due to the changes in the 

content for each product. When the browser sends the product page request with a corrected 

identification string, the server will fetch the data from the Strapi CMS and build the page for the 

browser. 
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PICTURE 13. UI/UX prototype - Product page 
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Users can filter and sort items based on their needs on the categories page on the categories page. The 

items shown will be matched with the filter have been set. The amount of the items are filtered based on 

the condition. For example, there are more than nine thousand products if the filter is “All” for the 

category, and it is around five thousand for “Home and Kitchen.” According to the PCITURE14, sort 

functions are by name or prices of items. The list of items is divided into multiple pages. In case the 

users reach the end of the page, they can load more by clicking on the button. As long as the user does 

not reach the end of all pages, there is no message to inform them. The search result will be displayed 

on this page too. The filters and sort function are done in the Strapi CMS, and the client-side will generate 

the request parameters in accordance with selected conditions. Then, the created URL will be sent to 

Strapi to get the list of products. 

 

 

PICTURE 14. UI/UX prototype - Categories page (top cropped) 
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4.2 Copyright and IPR 

 

The development software is open-source software licensed to allow commercial use, although there is 

no commercial use. The Google fonts that are planned to use are licensed under the Open Font License, 

which allows free use for commercial purposes. Product descriptions and images are public and can be 

downloaded from the data.world (https://data.world/promptcloud/amazon-product-dataset-2020). It has 

a public domain license so that there is no violence to legal for the thesis usage. PICTURE 15 shows the 

shortage of products in the CSV file, including uniques identification string, name, category, selling 

price, general information, and image links.  

 

 

PICTURE 15. CSV file contains 9510 lines of the product description. 

 

 

4.3 Maintenance 

 

The application does not need any maintenance since using cloud services for hosting the back-end and 

the database means that these parts of the software are maintained automatically. The MongoDB 

database also provides a human-friendly dashboard for configuration and manual editing if that need 

ever arises (MongoDB Developer 2022). The most likely reason to do maintenance on the application is 

to patch security issues that arise in NPM packages from time to time. These issues can often be fixed 
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by updating the package versions to newer ones (Galle 2022). PICTURE 16 and 17 show the NPM 

packages used during the development of Strapi and Next Js applications. 

 

 

PICTURE 16. Packages of Strapi application from “package.json” 
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PICTURE 17. Packages of Next Js application from “package.json” 

 

 

4.4 Project directory structure 

 

The project directory contains eight folders, three file scripts, and three data files like PICTURE 18. 

They are databases of MySQL container, DevOps files for Kubernetes and deployment, Figma images 

for user interface design, Next Js application, product images, and Strapi application. Next is the 

uploader, which contains a small application to transfer the data from the file to the MySQL database. 

There are scripts written in Python and Bash language to support the progress. The rest files are the 

original data files.  
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PICTURE 18. Project directories 

 

The image URL would be extracted from the “sample_products.csv” file. Then, the script downloaded 

all images to the local directory. The images directory is synced directly to the Amazon S3 storage via 

the command line. PICTURE 19 shows two AWS S3 buckets used to contain product images and other 

images such as user avatars and public images. Other product information is read and saved in MySQL 

database via Strapi API and uploader application. In the development progress, MySQL runs in the 

container. It did not have a persistent memory for production on Kubernetes. The database was extracted 

to the “database” folder and will be back up to Kubernetes in the production stage. 

 

 

PICTURE 19. Amazon S3 bucket for product images and Strapi images 

 

There are several folders in the “next” directory to keep the files tidy. From the top to the bottom of 

PICTURE 20, “.next” is the build production of the application. All the reusable components are kept in 

the “components” directory. Minor components are forms, sliders, link button, and filter panel. These 

components are imported to pages or sections. “Contexts” is saved React context used to share data 

globally between children components. “Hooks” contains the custom React hook. “Interfaces” is the 

description of Javascript objects in Typescript. “Libs” and “utils” are the small and reusable functions 

written in Typescript for both the front-end and back-end. “Pages” contains routes of pages and API. If 

users access “/”, the page “index.tsx” will be shown. If users go to unknown pages, page “404.tsx” will 

be displayed. The “public” contains such logos and “site.webmanifest”. “Sections” are the separated 

section components like the header navigation bar and footer. “Styles” are the global styling 

configurations. 
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PICTURE 20. Next Js directory 
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5 FRONT-END IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

The previous sections have general views on the technologies and structure of the project. Building the 

web page will start with designing the user interface and the user experiences on Figma. The components 

and page implementation will be described. One page contains several smaller components in order to 

control the user interface functionalities. Due to the massive amount of components and pages, these 

sections will explain the “_app” and “_document” components, homepage, search bar component, and 

use-form hook. 

 

5.1 “_app” and “_document” component 

 

The “_app” and “_document” component is used to initialize the page in the Next Js project. They are 

in the “pages” folder. After project creation using “npx create-next-app@latest”, there is no file named 

“_document.tsx”. The developer can create this file if the project has custom fonts from Google Fonts 

like PICTURE 21. Additionally, Mantine supports server-side rendering, and it requires adding 

“MantineProvider” in the “_app” component and “createGetInitialProps” in the “_document” 

component. It has a global style component named “Global” to manage universal HTML tags such as 

“*”, “body”, “ul”, and “li” … (Mantine Developer 2022). PICTURE 22 shows the page components are 

covered with “MantineProvider”, “ModalProvider”, and “NotificationProvider” from the Mantine 

library. 

 

 

PICTURE 21. “_document.tsx” with a “link” tag to get Google fonts 
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PICTURE 22. “_app.tsx” with “MantineProvider”, “ModalProvider”,  “NotificationProvider” and 

“UserProvider” 

 

 

5.2 Homepage 

 

On every page, most lines of code are abstracted to multiple smaller components. The homepage 

received the data props from the server-side before the page was built. The props were random products, 

slider images, and a categories list. The random products are used in showing product cards. The idea is 

that the product cards and the categories suggestion appear arbitrary every time users come to the home 

page. The slider images and categories list are obtained from the Strapi using Axios. 

 

Styling for each page is written in an apart file as “page name.styles.tx”. For the purpose of using the 

class name from the styling file, It is needed to import and extract the “classes” variable from the 
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“useStyles()” function. Besides, the developer can use a universal class name from global components. 

The children with a universal class name will have attributes like any HTML element having the same 

one. Furthermore, Mantine has its class name merging function, “cx”. There is no need for a new library 

to combine many class name attributes into one HTML tag. PICTURE 23 shows the home page 

implementation. There are minor components such as “HeaderNav”, “Slider”, “CategoriesNav”, 

“ProductCard”, … 

 

 

PICTURE 23. Home page implementation 

 

Developers can use the syntax from CSS or SCSS to style a class in Mantine. PICTURE 24 shows the 

home page styling file using SCSS. After importing the “createStyles” function from Mantine, the 

developer can pass “theme” as a parameter to use global styling objects. The syntax from the standard 

CSS file will need to change to “camelCase,” where is no hyphen. For example, “background-color” 

will change to “backgroundColor”. CSS selectors such as “:hover”, “::before”, and “::after” can be 

written by using quotation marks.  
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PICTURE 24. Home page styles file 

 

 

5.3 Search bar component 

 

The search bar is a component in the Header navigation component. It uses the “Autocomplete” 

component from Mantine like PICTURE 25. “Autocomplete” component contains smaller components 

such as “root”, “wrapper”, “input”, “rightSection”, “dropdown”, “item”, and “hovered”. Mantine allows 

developers to make different classes and add to “classNames” of the parent component to styling for 

inner components (Mantine Developer 2022). The functions to handle components status, such as input 

changing and item submitting, are separated from the component parameters. 
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PICTURE 25. Search bar implementation using the “Autocomplete” component from Mantine 

 

While users are typing in the search bar, there is a delay of 800 milliseconds before displaying the 

suggestions. The request will be created and sent to Strapi, and then it will return the list of related 

results. Five items limit the list, which helps boost the performance of returning the result. For example, 

on PICTURE 26, the user search for the keyword “poke”. The suggested products will be displayed at 

the bottom of the search bar. Then, on PICTURE 27, the user will be navigated to the categories page, 

which views related products to the search keyword. In case the user clicks on a suggested item, users 

will be redirected to the product page. 

 

 

PICTURE 26. Show suggestions while typing the “poke” word 
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PICTURE 27. Displayed results for the keyword “poke” 

 

 

5.4 Use-form hook 

 

“Use-form” is a valuable custom hook from the Mantine library to control the form. Building a form 

includes setting up the state of inputs, validation, and arbitrary action to submit the form. Creating a 

form from scratch needs a lot of effort. “Use-form” hook creates a form object with initial values, schema 

validation, errors state and submits action. Form validation can use a popular library such as Joi, Yup, 

and Zod (Mantine Developers 2022). The syntax of building a form uses HTML tags. PICTURE 28 

shows the beginning set up for the “useForm” hook. The schema uses the Yup validation object, and the 

initial value of the email is the blank string. 
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PICTURE 28. Initialize form object for Login form 

 

On the login form, there is a loading overlay component. It shows an overlay loading animation effect 

so that the user knows that the system is processing. In user experiences design, the design should always 

keep users informed about what is going on through appropriate feedback within a reasonable amount 

of time. The overlay is enabled when the user submits the form. This component is pre-built in the 

Mantine core package. The developer needs to pass a variable to control when the overlay appears. 

(Payne 2021.) 

 

The login form requires an email. PICTURE 29 shows the handle submission form function. The 

inputted email will be verified using the Yup validation schema. When the email is correct, the user can 

click the button to submit it. The email will be sent to the back-end via the Axios function and “POST” 

method. Then, an overlay will be visible to show the submitting progress, and it will disappear when the 

process is done. If the authentication progress happens successfully, the magic link will be mailed to the 

registered account. Otherwise, the error messages will be shown in the form by using the hook.  
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PICTURE 29. Login form and handle submit function 
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6 API IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

In this section, API implementation is the progress of building the API routes and database for the 

application. The first part of the section is about the Next Js application, and the rest is about Strapi. 

However, the given information is one example for each application due to the massive project API 

routes. The Next Js application describes checking user or guest function, and the Strapi application 

clarifies product content-type and custom category API route. 

 

6.1 Next Js Application 

 

PICTURE 30 shows the structure of the API route in directories. The “auth/user” folder is the route for 

user authentication and authorization in the API folder. The “field” folder is for updating the user data 

field. Besides the folder as routes, files are also served as API routes. “delivery” file handles the request 

that needs to calculate delivery distances and fees. Moreover, the “order” file controls adding new orders. 

Th route “/api/auth/callback” is handled by “/api/auth/callback.ts”. The files will bracket in the name 

such as “[[...slug]].ts” can catch all routes “/field/userId/name”, “/field/phonenumber”. The developer 

can create a new file to handle the new API route.  

 

 

PICTURE 30. API routes in the Next Js application 

 

Each route can handle all HTML request methods such as “GET”, “POST”, “PUT”, “DELETE”, ... The 

request handler receives “req” and “res” as a parameter to extract the information of the request and 
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respond the data to the front-end. The response from the back end needs to have status codes to indicate 

if an HTTP request is completed. Response status codes can be grouped into five classes. The first group 

“1xx” is the informational response. The next group “2xx” is the successful response. Third, group “3xx” 

is a redirect response, and group “4xx” is the client error response. Finally, group “5xx” is the server 

error response. (Mozilla Developers 2022.)  

 

The “check” route runs whenever the user has access to the website. PICTURE 31 shows the 

implementation of the “check” route. If the user has a session token in the request cookie, it will need to 

verify using the “jsonwebtoken” library. Every token has an expiration time without auto-refreshing. 

After seven days, the user will need to log in again. A valid token contains the user id and session code 

which can be found on MongoDB. If both requirement strings are correct, user data will be loaded to the 

application. Or no data will be returned, and the application will mark the current user as “Guest” and 

save their browsing data in the local storage of the browser. 

 

 

PICTURE 31. “/auth/user/check” API route handles only the “GET” request method 

 

 

6.2 Strapi Application 

 

Strapi automatically creates API endpoints when developers create new content types. Filter, sort, and 

paginate results using API parameters, as well as pick fields and relations to populate. Specific 

parameters about optional features, such as publishing state and locality, can also be used. API routes 

have four HTTP methods, including “GET”, “POST”, “PUT”, and “DELETE” functions (Strapi 
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Developers 2022). PICTURE 32 is the implementation of requests from the client to the Strapi 

application. There are many parameters, so they need to be wrapped using the “qs” library. Furthermore, 

PICTURE 33 contains multiple lines of the request sent to Strapi. A “GET” request to product route 

“/api/products” is on the last line. The result needs to filter by name containing the keyword “ poke”. 

The result is divided into various pages, and the size for each page is twelve products. 

 

 

PICTURE 32. Example product query request from client-side 

 

 

PICTURE 33. Strapi logs for searching a product by name 
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The product description is built as “content-type” in Strapi so that it will have API endpoints. PICTURE 

34 is the product content type which has eight fields, including “name”, “category”, “price, about”, 

“specification”, “technicalDetails”, “productId”, “reviews”, “imageIds”, “weight”, “avgRating”, and 

“ratingAmount”. In order to send the query request, the application will need an authorization token, or 

assets are available to the public. (Strapi Developers 2022.) 

 

 

PICTURE 34. Content-type product - fields and their datatype 

 

Strapi has a friendly user interface for regular users and developers to add or manage the content. 

Authority users can add new content by creating a new content type and its type. Then, a button named 

“create new entry” shows the form and input to save new content like in PICTURE 35. Developers can 

directly access RDBMS data programs such as MySQL and SQL Server. Then new data can be added 

using SQL queries. Developers can custom Strapi to their purposes and usages. For example, the 

RDBMS data program can be changed from SQL Server to MySQL by editing the config file 
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“database.js”. Besides saving the images in the current local storage, Strapi supports plugins to upload 

the images to cloud providers such as Cloudinary and Amazon S3. PICTURE 36 shows the 

implementation connecting Strapi to AWS S3. It requires the provider name, access key identification 

string, secret access key, region of the bucket, and the bucket name. There is a plugin to enable GraphQL 

queries. (Strapi Developers 2022.) 

 

 

PICTURE 35. Products collections samples 

 

  

PICTURE 36. AWS S3 plugin to upload images 
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Strapi also allows developers to establish new API routes by following the Koa back-end framework’s 

documentation. The requests received the routes that handle the requests and trigger the execution of 

their controller handlers. The policies can block access to a route. The middlewares can control the 

request flow and the request before moving forward. The controllers execute code once a route has been 

reached. The services are used to build custom logic reusable by controllers. Finally, the models that 

represent the request can all be customized in the Strapi back-end (Strapi Developers 2022). PICTURE 

37 is a new custom API route name “category”. This route returns the category list and the items in each 

category. It is used in the footer and categories page of the client. 

 

 

PICTURE 37. New category route to return the total number of categories in the database  
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7 CONCLUSION 

 

 

This thesis aims to provide an overview of e-commerce web development using the benefits of Next Js 

and Jamstack. Through extensive study, the practical section is used as an introduction to serverless, 

containers, and microservices architecture for newcomers. Next Js developers need unique challenges 

to planning how and when content should be rendered for a specific page. Using a modern tool for the 

modern web development makes the user experiences, SEO, and security better, cleaner, and more user-

centric. It does not matter if the web page serves several or millions of users. This technology can benefit 

online businesses in the most efficient ways. 

 

There are serval points for the further development of this project for better usage and reality factors. 

The first suggestion is in the authentication methods. The current authentication used the magic link to 

log in to save data. More methods can be implemented, such as usernames and passwords, and logging 

in with Google, Facebook, or Apple. The authentication information will need to be encrypted and kept 

in a safe place to prevent breaches. In addition, the website was designed and implemented for the 

desktop view only. It is necessary for mobile and tablet versions in the digital era where users are most 

active on handheld devices. Mantine library support using media query in the “createStyles” function 

and “MediaQuery” component. It is a flexible way to apply styles when the screen width meets the 

configured breakpoints. 

 

The web page uses both SQL and no-SQL databases such as MySQL and MongoDB for database 

implementation. There are differences in the syntax when querying the data and the repetitive models 

between them. The work can be done more effectively by using object-relational mapping (ORM) such 

as Prisma. Developers can manipulate data in both databases with few errors and less boilerplate. Lastly, 

unit testing is an essential part that is missing from implementation. Unit testing is the testing from the 

developer to make sure each component units are usable. It is the first level of testing to find the errors 

early and save time and money in the production stage. 
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